
 

Pallavi is a 3rd grade student who is very good at math. She has been taking online classes through Khan Academy for math and
science since the school year started. She tells me that she loves this program because it makes her feel better about her skills
and also teaches her things that she doesn't learn in school like graphs and pie charts! Schools trying to offer more and different
ways of learning may soon need to pay attention to the success of these programs. Schools are already finding more reasons to
partner with Khan Academy, after it was discovered by US State Department officials as a tool for refugee students following
the Syrian crisis. There are countless benefits of online education with no hassles of getting to class. Some students are so
focused on the lesson, they don't notice where they are, helping them succeed in their work or help find new opportunities.
Exams or quizzes can be taken at any time instead of only at the appointed time. Teachers helping students succeed can flourish
as well because both teachers and students have a full degree of control over their progress. Online education has been proven to
be a useful tool for inmates as well as a way to make sure they stay out of trouble while still being able to study and learn
without having to deal with the distractions and other people that can come with regular school. Victoria Craig, director of Adult
Education at the Texas Department of Criminal Justice says "Khan Academy helps us meet the needs of our population by
providing free educational tools that can be accessed at their leisure. It's a win-win." Khan Academy is an education program
that offers thousands of online lessons teaching students in grades K-12 to master math, science, economics and more. Khan
Academy was started by Salman Khan after he tutored his cousin over the internet from his home in Boston. Being tutored from
home made it easy for his cousin to ask questions and have them answered quickly. This experience lead to him realizing that
there was a need for personalized instruction online, without having to pay for it. He began Khan Academy and in just three
years it has grown into a website that offers over 29,000 free online lessons. Studies have shown that the use of Khan Academy
has improved test scores and educational achievement in both middle and high school students across the country. Khan
Academy is made up of 13 programmers and programmers, mathematicians, physicists and business management experts who
contribute daily to bring you quality educational material at Khan Academy.We strive to be active in the communities we live in
by providing free resources and programs in local classrooms, and through our civic engagement efforts. We create
programming in places like Boston Public Library, Harvard Extension School, TEDxTalks around the country, The George W.
Bush Institute, etc. Khan Academy has become an important tool in education. Many educators have incorporated the use of
Khan Academy into their classrooms raking in positive results for their students. Anyone can sign up to get free access to Khan
Academy. If you are interested in programming your own tutoring sessions with students anywhere in the world, then you can
become a Khan Academy teacher by clicking the teach tab at the top of khanacademy.org. Khan Academy is used by children
all around the country for free personalized instruction on subjects ranging from math, science, history and more to get them
ahead in school through hands on learning rather than memorization alone.
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